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About This Content

The Light Pack contains an exclusive skin for Aurora and unlocks also a new skill of healing.

Also included in the bonus content a pack of Rough oculi: 3 Sapphires, 2 Rubies, 3 Emeralds.
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Title: Light Aurora Pack
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Ubisoft Montréal
Publisher:
Ubisoft
Release Date: 30 Apr, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8/8.1 (32/64bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core2Duo E8200 @ 2.6 GHz or AMD Athlon II X2 240 @ 2.8 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8800 GT or AMD Radeon HD2900 XT (512MB VRAM with Shader Model 4.0 or higher)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

Additional Notes: Windows-compatible keyboard and mouse required, optional Microsoft XBOX360 controller or compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian
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Very nice skin! Very elegant and well made!! It comes with a heal ability which can be very helpful for later in the game when
the bosses become *cough* tougher. The skin itself is already nice. It gives a few nice upgrades but what really matters is the
heal ability Aurora gets which is something that helps you even waste LESS potions considering you have to look for those all
over Lemuria -.- But its a very beautiful skin and it gives a real nice ability. Buy it especially if its on sale!. If you can' find the
skins after reinstalling, for example. They are in the game, you have to change her skin in the settings in the main menu. That is
the only way to access them!. I found this really helpful when I first started the game since it allows you to upgrade your gear
faster. I also like the different skin for Aurora.. The Light Aurora skin gives Aurora orange hair with a blue dress. Please keep
in mind Aurora will still keep her default skin during dialogues, but it works for the rest of the game. Also this skin "overwrites"
a "skin transformation" Aurora goes through at the very end of the game, which might ruin the scene a little bit.

I've never really used her healing spell. Maybe once or twice. Characters don't have a large MP pool in this game, so MP is
pretty scarce in battle. That's why I prefer to preserve her MP for her Light spells and heal with the "white mage" instead.
However, there are more than enough (non-tedious) ways to heal HP\/MP for free between the battles to compensate for the
long run.
Despite it only being a Level 1 healing spell, its healing equals that of the Level 3 (max) healing spell of the "white mage".
Even if the "white mage" happens to die, there are tons of potions you find in treasure chests for rare occasions like these (note:
I never used any potion, except for 1 Revive, in my 2 playthroughs and I played on Expert and New Game+ Expert).
I guess it can be nice in the first hour of the game where you don't have your "white mage" yet, but again there are enough
potions and\/or ways to heal outside of battle.

The rough oculi are very insignificant. You'll easily get over 100+ of those in a single playthrough so 3\/2\/2 is almost nothing.
But I guess it's better than nothing.

Conclusion:
The healing spell isn't needed and the rough oculi are insignificant. Get it if you want the skin or if you have money to spare and
really want the healing spell anyway.
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